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Dissertation to go under review
Poshard to submit
disputed document
to department for
recommendations

The fate of SIU President
Glenn Poshard’s doctoral dissertation is in the hands an SIUC
department.
SIU President Glenn Poshard
said Friday the Department of
Educational Administration and
Higher Education — from which
he attained his doctorate — would
review his dissertation to determine what changes he should make
to the 1984 document.
“I will make whatever changes
are recommended by the department and, by doing so, I hope
to fulfill the highest expectations
you have of me as your president,”
Poshard said.

R YAN R ENDLEMAN ~ D AILY E GYPTIAN

SIU President Glenn Poshard fields questions from reporters at a press conference Friday. Poshard
said he will submit his doctoral dissertation to the SIUC Department of Educational Administration and
Higher Education for review.

See REVIEW, Page 3

Enrollment rollercoaster

SIUC has had many ups and downs when it comes to recruitment and retention
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SIUC student
found dead in
her apartment
April 1982

Arrested and
charged with
felony murder
in the case
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Deborah R.
Sheppard

Timothy W.
Krajcir

Joe Crawford
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DNA leads
to suspect
in 1982
slaying
Danny Wenger
DAILY EGYPTIAN

A suspect charged for a killing
that took place 25 years ago will
make his first court appearance
Thursday.
Carbondale Police Chief
Bob Ledbetter, accompanied by
Jackson County State’s Attorney
Mike Wepsiec and Lt. Paul Echols,
announced Friday afternoon an
arrest was made for the 1982 homicide of Deborah R. Sheppard. DNA
evidence led police to Timothy W.
Krajcir. Both Sheppard and Krajcir
were students at SIUC at the time
of the murder.
Police found Sheppard’s nude
body on the floor of her apartment April 8, 1982. Although the
cause of death was not immediately known, investigation and
evidence on the scene helped the
police determine Sheppard’s death
a homicide. Ledbetter said the
cause of death was strangulation.
Sheppard was one month away
from graduating from SIUC with
a marketing degree when she was
killed. Krajcir was also enrolled at
the university studying administration of justice and psychology,
Echols said.
“Numerous investigative leads
and interviews were conducted
and several possible suspects were
developed but unfortunately, for
us and the Sheppard family, this
investigation went cold,” Ledbetter
said.
Ledbetter said the breakthrough
came due to the advance in forensic technology.
“The constant improvements in
technology used in forensic science
make something that did not seem
important just a couple of years
ago, let alone 25 years ago, become
a key piece of evidence in solving a
case,” Ledbetter said.
He said Echols came to him in
the spring with evidence he discovered which contained the DNA
of the suspect.
See OLD CASE, Page 5
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CALENDAR

NEWS BRIEFS

Wildlife Society/ Zoo
Club Meeting

• 6:30 p.m. today in Life Science II, Room
367.
• E-mail siuczoologyclub@hotmail.com for
more information
• All majors welcome.

National Association
of Black Journalists
General Meeting

• 6 p.m. today in the Communications
Building, Room 1244
• Planning for upcoming events
• Contact Aerial McCall at
aerialm@hotmail.com for more information

SIU Amateur Radio
Club Meeting

• 7 p.m. today at the Engineering Building,
Room A131
• Initial welcome and organizational meeting and sign-up sheets for license exam
tutorial
• All who are interested in ham radio are
invited, free

Tri-Beta Biological
Honor Society Meeting

• 7 p.m. on Wednesday in the Life Science
III Auditorium, Room 1059.
• Introduction meeting. New members
welcome.
• Free pizza at the first meeting

Academic Expectations
and the International
Student

• 3-4:30 p.m. Wednesday at the Student
Center, Mackinaw Room
• A workshop which teaches about the
academic expectations for International
Students about how to avoid unintentional plagiarism, classroom behavior, etc.

Graduate School Panel
Discussion
• 6-8 p.m. Wednesday at the Student
Center, Missouri Room
• Discussion on application process, funding, and finding a mentor and major

Kings of Carbondale
Chess Tournament

• Sign up until Wednesday
• Tournament dates: Sept. 7, 14, 21, 28 at
Longbranch Coffeehouse
• $5 fee
• Prizes: more than $50 in cash and $150worth gift certificates
• For more information call 529-4488 or
924-5070

Mike Glenn Panel
Discussion

• Time TBA. Sept. 22 at the African
American Museum
• Discussion on African-Americans in
athletics.
• Free Admission

Submit calendar items to the
D AILY E GYPTIAN newsroom,
Communications 1247, at least
two days before event, or call
536-3311, ext. 266.

CORRECTIONS
If you spot an error, please contact the
DAILY EGYPTIAN accuracy desk at 536-3311,
ext. 253.

POLICE REPORTS
There are no items to report.

Most troubled Illinois
bridges are rural and
little-traveled

The nameless, one-lane bridge on
Douglas County Road 1050 has seen much
better days. Concrete chunks are falling off
its underside, and the structures anchoring it
to the river bank have inch-wide cracks.
But the bridge over the Kaskaskia River,
built in 1913, won’t be replaced any time
soon, even though it scored just 17.6 out of
100 on its last inspection. The bridge has a
nine-ton weight limit, but some people who
live nearby say they see heavy school buses
and farm trucks crossing it.
“We’re really reaching a breaking point
where we can’t keep up with bridge deterioration,” said Jim Crane, the county’s engineer.
“We get to a point where we just have to
close the bridge.”
Hundreds of other bridges throughout
Illinois are in the same position — too many
needs and not enough cash.
Most of the 2,400 Illinois bridges deemed
structurally deficient are small, little-traveled
bridges, an Associated Press review of federal data found. They need help but can’t
compete with bigger, busier bridges for
scarce resources.
Douglas County, for example, had about
$400,000 last year for bridges but replacing
one can cost millions. Costs keep going up,
but state and federal money doesn’t match
that growth.
Of the 2,400 Illinois bridges with structural problems, more than 1,000 serve just
100 or fewer vehicles each day, the AP
review found. Among the very worst bridges
— those scoring 50 or less on inspections
— more than half have tiny traffic levels.
Down the road from the Kaskaskia
bridge, 89-year-old Robert Romine said he
wasn’t concerned about its condition.
“Oh no,” said Romine, who has spent his
entire life near the crumbling span. “I just
now come from town on it.”

Shops stock up on
ephemera for Honest
Abe’s 200th birthday

HODGENVILLE, Ky. — The iconic image
of Abraham Lincoln’s sullen face drawn with
a beard and topped with a trademark stovepipe hat will soon have the commercial draw
of a pop icon.
With the nation preparing to mark the
former president’s 200th birthday, shops surrounding the spots of Lincoln’s life are searching for every kind of knickknack to sell.
Sling shots and apple-bourbon scented
candles graced with Lincoln’s face. Pencil
sharpeners fastened in a miniature bust of
the president. Gourds adorned with his grinning mug.
Such trinkets are the trappings of a historic icon, said Eileen Mackevich, executive
director of the Abraham Lincoln Bicentennial
Commission in Washington, D.C.
“Lincoln understood the value of appealing to people,” Mackevich said. “He’s always
been commercial.”
Lincoln was born in a log cabin near what
is now Hodgenville, Ky., on Feb. 12, 1809. He
bounced around Kentucky and Indiana until
1830, when he moved to Illinois.
A somber granite memorial now houses
a replica of Lincoln’s home, about 45 miles
south of Louisville, where shops are stocking
up on ephemera before the bicentennial
begins in February.
Patty Reynolds, a park ranger, said the
park has even turned down products bearing Lincoln’s mug — especially those with no
educational value.
“We try to sell not just everything that
comes along,” she said.
Kristi Grant, who works at The Nancy
Lincoln Inn near the Kentucky memorial,
said her grandfather bought thousands of
the wooden banks marked with Lincoln’s
image in the 1970s.
They, too, will hit the shelves of the inn’s
gift shop.
“I’m told I still have enough in my family
to last a lifetime,” Grant said.
The national Lincoln bicentennial celebration will begin on Feb. 12, 2008, at
Lincoln’s birthplace near Hodgenville.
President Bush has been invited. The celebration will continue until February 2010
with other events planned in Washington,
D.C., Illinois and Indiana.

Authorities find body
of missing swimmer

PLEASANT PRAIRIE, Wis. (AP) — The
body of an Illinois man who disappeared in
Lake Michigan with a group of friends during a late-night swim was found Saturday,
authorities said.
David R. Maxwell, 21, of Waukegan,
Ill., was in the water for about 20 minutes
around 11:30 p.m. Friday night when he
began yelling for help.
Detective Rich Heyden said one of
Maxwell’s friends entered the water and
found him, but was unable to drag him back
to shore.
Authorities from three counties as well
as the U.S. Coast Guard worked through the
night to locate Maxwell.

Illinois Wright house
moved to Pennsylvania

ACME, Pa. — Western Pennsylvania has
long been home to two of renowned architect Frank Lloyd Wright’s best known works,
Kentuck Knob and Fallingwater.
Now, a third Wright creation, the Duncan
House, has been moved here from Lisle, Ill.,
offering visitors a broad architectural experience — tours of two impressive homes and
an overnight stay in a 1950s-era house.
Each of the homes is a different style,
providing an overview of the artists’ work in
a 30-mile radius, making it one of just about
a dozen places nationwide where several
Wright buildings are on display in a concise
area. Duncan House is one of only six nationwide open to overnight guests.
“This is the trinity for us,” said Patricia
Coyle, director of marketing at Kentuck
Knob. “We sell fantasy here because people
come through here and they are transcended from their every day life into Frank Lloyd
Wright’s vision.”
Fallingwater, designed for the Kaufmann
family of the department store fortune, is an
upscale home that cost $155,000 in 1937,
or $2.1 million today. The house’s concrete
terraces flow over and alongside the Bear
Run waterfall, giving the appearance that it
is one with nature.
Located just seven miles from
Fallingwater, Kentuck Knob was built in 1956
for the Hagans, who owned the largest dairy
farm west of the Alleghenies. The home is
considered a higher-end Usonian, a name
coined by the architect for works aimed at
the middle class.
Just 15 miles from there — but about
a 30 minute drive along winding mountain
roads — is the Duncan House. A more modest, prefabricated Usonian, it is one of only
nine of this type ever built.
Carefully reconstructed on the 125-acre
Polymath Park Resort, the home opened
in June to overnight guests, nearly a year
after the grueling process of putting it back
together began.
Since it opened, the house has been a
raging success. Overnight stays are already
booked straight through Thanksgiving.
Spacious, bright and affordable at
$47,000 — or about $350,000 today
— Duncan House is a perfect example of
Wright’s attempt to allow the middle-class
family to leave what he called “the box.” Fifty
years after it was originally built, the home
remains modern.
The exterior is adorned with stripes in
Cherokee red — Wright’s signature color.
The interior remains true to the year it was
built, 1957: The kitchen has red Formica
countertops, the appliances are original, the
doors open accordian-style, the walls are
bleached mahogany.
Yet the one-story design — featuring
large windows, cathedral-style ceilings, a
three-step drop to the living room, a carport
door leading to the kitchen and the master
bedroom’s glass shower stall — is evidence
that today’s ranch homes are direct descendants of Wright’s Usonians.
“If you looked at all three of these houses
you could see how Wright responded to a
wealthy client, an upper middle-class client and a middle-class family,” said Lynda
Waggoner, director of Fallingwater. “It gives
you a spectrum of his work.”

AccuWeather 7-Day Forecast for Carbondale
®

TODAY
High
94°

WEDNESDAY
High
86°

THURSDAY
High
86°

FRIDAY
High
85°

SATURDAY
High
80°

SUNDAY
High
78°

MONDAY
High
83°

Low
64°

Low
67°

Low
68°

Low
65°

Low
56°

Low
59°

Low
59°

Humid with sun
and clouds

Thunderstorms
possible

Some sun, a tstorm possible

A shower in the
morning

An afternoon
shower

Mostly sunny
Very warm with
and summerlike clouds and sun

Forecasts and graphics provided by AccuWeather, Inc. ©2007
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Students ready for SalukiNet replacement
Transition to
Banner system set
for early November
Christian Holt
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Sharon Espina spent most of her
first few weeks at SIUC unable to
log into SalukiNet because she lost
her school-issued pin number.
Espina, a freshman from Cobden
studying elementary education,
said even when she knew her pin
number, like many students, she
was worried about using her Social
Security number as her identification for SIUC’s student information
system.
Espina and other students dealing with SalukiNet won’t have to

REVIEW
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

1

In a letter from Poshard
addressed to the department’s chair
Brad Colwell, Poshard asked the
department to compare his dissertation to the sources from which he is
accused of lifting.
Poshard said the department’s
findings would likely be referred to
the Board of Trustees, which ultimately controls his employment status at the university. Board Chairman
Roger Tedrick said Thursday the
board had been aware of the allega-

wait much longer for a better system, though. SIUC officials are
abandoning the current system for a
new system called Banner and hope
to complete the year-long transition
by early November.
Director of Administrative
Information Systems Frank Scobby
said while there were many reasons
to change the current system, not
using Social Security numbers as a
login was a major bonus of Banner.
SalukiNet is also about 16 years
old and the company that created
it is no longer offering upgrades,
Scobby said.
Scobby said he also hopes the
system will be easier for students to
navigate.
“It’s going to be more of a presentation that students will be familiar
with,” he said.

Scobby said there was a team of
university employees from several
departments on campus in charge
of the project. He called them
the core team managers, which
included officials from the Financial
Aid office and the Records and
Registration office.
Financial Aid Director Billie Jo
Hamilton said any other project
the university may be working on
is being put on the back burner for
Banner.
“Any other kinds of creative
initiatives that we might consider
doing are really on hold because
we’re trying to bring out the new
computer system,” Hamilton said.
Scobby said he hoped by launching the project in November students and faculty would be able to
learn the system before it was time

to post and check grades or schedule
classes.
“We are going to try to launch it
at a time that you might call lower
activity to cause as little confusion as
possible,” Scobby said.

tions for months and remained fully
supportive of Poshard.
Poshard said Friday he was confident he would keep his job.
The request for review follows
allegations reported in Thursday’s
D E Poshard plagiarized portions of the 111-page dissertation. The DE reported it had
obtained a report from an anonymous source close to Alumni and
Faculty Against Corruption at SIU
that accused him of lifting passages
from other published books.
Poshard said he never considered submitting the document to
a committee outside the university

for review.
“This issue is about me being
a student here 24 years ago in this
department,” he said.
Poshard was set to meet with
faculty and staff Friday to discuss the
accusations, but he said he canceled
the meetings to avoid any appearance he was manipulating the review
process.
Patrick Dilley, an associate professor in educational administration
and higher education, said Monday
he did not know how the department would deal with its charge to
analyze the dissertation. He said
he had not yet discussed Friday’s

announcement with the rest of the
department and did not know if the
department was to ultimately decide
whether plagiarism occurred.
SIUC’s Graduate Catalog
includes procedures for charges of
academic dishonesty that include
the formation of a 5-member committee — composed of graduate
faculty and graduate students — to
determine if academic dishonesty
occurred. According to the procedures, “The academic unit from
which the charge arose will not have
a member appointed to the hearing
committee.”
If the committee decides aca-

PROVIDED

PHOTO

Christian Holt can be reached at 5363311 ext. 268 or cholt@siu.edu.

demic dishonesty occurred, possible
sanctions include forcing the accused
student to complete “additional academic requirements” or stripping the
student of his or her degree. The
board has final say regarding whether a degree is rescinded.
Joe Crawford can be reached at 5363311 ext. 254 or jcrawford@siude.com.

siuDE.com
To see Poshard’s letter to Brad
Colwell and mentioned facets of the
graduate catalogue, visit siuDE.com.
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Panama Canal begins
expansion, expected
to double capacity
PANAMA CIT Y, Panama — Panama
blasted away part of a hillside next to the
canal on Monday, marking the start of
the waterway’s biggest expansion since it
opened 93 years ago.
In the presence of former President
Carter, who signed the 1977 treaty that
gave Panama control of the waterway,
Panamanian President Martin Torrijos celebrated the start of construction on two
wider sets of locks being added to both
sides of the canal.
“We are witnesses to an exceptional
and unique act,” Torrijos said moments
after the explosion sent up a curtain of
smoke and water.
The $5.25 billion expansion is expected
to double the 50-mile canal’s capacity and
lower the price of consumer goods on the
East Coast of the United States by allowing wider vessels to squeeze through with
more cargo.
About two-thirds of the cargo that
passed through the canal is headed to
or from the United States. China is the
Panama Canal’s second-largest user.
The waterway now moves 4 percent of
the world’s cargo. The new locks, approved
in a referendum nearly a year ago, are
expected to be ready for use between
2014 and 2015.

J

Palestinian rocket hits
near Israeli day care
center, Olmert
threatens to hit back

JERUSALEM — A Palestinian rocket
exploded Monday next to a day care center
crowded with toddlers in southern Israel,
sparking anger and panic in the frequently targeted town of Sderot and bringing
warnings of retribution from Israeli leaders.
No one was hurt, but the blast and the
panic underlined Israel’s ineffectiveness in
the face of the primitive rockets, which fall
daily despite frequent Israeli airstrikes and
occasional ground offensives.
Terrified mothers rushed to comfort
their screaming babies, schoolchildren
ran for cover and angry parents said they
wouldn’t send their children back to school
until they get classrooms outside town.
Prime Minister Ehud Olmert pledged to
provide “better security for the residents,”
indicating he would step up the Israeli
offensive against Palestinian militants.
“We will not limit ourselves in regards
to targeting the rocket launchers and those
who dispatch them,” Olmert said at a news
conference in Jerusalem. “The instruction given to the army is to destroy every
‘Qassam’ rocket launcher and anyone who
is involved in their launching against the
residents of Israel.”
Islamic Jihad claimed responsibility for
launching seven rockets at Sderot. Hamas,
the larger Islamic group that rules Gaza,
was bracing for retaliation.

H    

Women may need
different heart
treatments than men

VIENNA, Austria — Women with
heart problems may need to be treated differently than men, doctors said
Monday.
Research presented at the annual
European Society of Cardiology meeting in Vienna suggested that surgeries
which typically save men’s lives can be
deadly for women.
A small study of 184 women conducted by Dr. Eva Swahn of the department
of cardiology at University Hospital in
Linkoping, Sweden, found that women
who had major heart operations like a
coronary bypass were more likely than
men to die.
The study was part of a larger study
funded by pharmaceutical companies
Sanofi-Aventis and GlaxoSmithKline Plc.
Swahn consults occasionally for various
pharmaceuticals and is writing a book
for AstraZeneca.
Although experts said no definitive
conclusions can be drawn from Swahn’s
study, they agreed the idea that women
might need different treatment than
men should be studied further.
“We have had hints in the past that
women don’t respond to treatment in
exactly the same way as men,” said Dr.
Christopher Cannon, an associate professor of medicine at Harvard University
and spokesman for the American
College of Cardiology. Cannon was not
connected to Swahn’s research.

News

Duncan Hunter takes the win
in Texas’ first-ever GOP straw poll
Anna M. Tinsley and Aman
Batheja
MCCLATCHY TRIBUNE

FORT WORTH, Texas —
Republican presidential hopeful
Duncan Hunter, a California congressman known for being tough
on illegal immigrants, landed a
surprise win in the state’s firstever straw poll Saturday.
Hunter, a chief proponent in
Congress of building a security fence across the entire length
of the U.S.-Mexico border, had
41.1 percent of the votes cast.
Finishing second with 20.5 percent was candidate-in-waiting
Fred Thompson, who is expected
to formally launch his campaign
next week, and third with 16.7
percent was the only Texan in the
race, Rep. Ron Paul, R-Surfside.
Over the past two days, Hunter
worked aggressively to win the
poll, pursuing delegates, shaking
hands, signing autographs, talking issues — even serving meat
to delegates during a Friday night
GOP banquet.
Paul supporters had big hopes
for a victory on Saturday after
they brought in delegates by bus,
threw parties and held a rally and
a parade. But they were thwarted
by many delegates’ clear displeasure with Paul’s vehement opposition to the Iraq war.
“This is good news for Duncan
Hunter,” said Jim Riddlesperger, a
political science professor at Texas
Christian University. “But it must
be a major disappointment for
Ron Paul, who poured so much
into this and even has a son in
Fort Worth.”
Better-known
candidates
Mike Huckabee, Rudy Giuliani,
and Mitt Romney finished fourth
through sixth on the 12-candidate ballot. Notably, John McCain
— once viewed as a top-tier candidate — finished ninth with only
eight of the 1,300 votes cast.

C HERYL D IAZ M EYER ~ M C C LATCHY TRIBUNE

Ron Paul greeted crowds with his wife, Carol Paul, after his speech at the Texas Republican
presidential straw poll at the Fort Worth Convention Center in Fort Worth, Texas, Saturday.
Republican officials say about
3,000 people were at the event
in total, far less than the 10,000
or more that some had predicted
would come when the event was
first announced earlier this year.
But the Texas Straw Poll results
didn’t do much to narrow the
GOP field, Riddlesperger said.
“This doesn’t change much,”
Riddlesperger said. “It’s just as
confusing as it was before — so
many candidates, few with critical
mass.”
Hundreds of Paul supporters
— who made themselves a visible presence around downtown
throughout the two-day event
— loudly cheered during Paul’s
stump speech Saturday morn-

ing. They held up “Ron Paul”
signs and passed out campaign
literature and stickers to delegates
throughout the day.
Paul, who arrived in Fort
Worth Friday night in time to
give a speech at his rally, left the
straw poll before the results were
announced.
Paul supporters said they were
let down by the results.
“We knew it would be a hard
run with Duncan Hunter on the
ground (in Texas) for two weeks,”
said Jeremy Blosser, a Paul grassroots supporter. “He was making a
hard push because he doesn’t have
much left in him.”
Several noted that Paul had
more supporters at the poll but

most were not eligible to vote
because the Republican Party of
Texas only allowed those who had
been delegates in recent years to
a state or national convention to
actually cast ballots.
“This does not accurately
reflect the current grassroots of
the Republican base, that’s for
sure,” said Dick Mills, a Ron Paul
supporter from the Houston area.
For Thompson, coming in second was a strong showing. He
was the only of the top three
ranked candidates to not attend
the event and he hasn’t formally
declared his candidacy, although
activists nationwide have set up
FredHeads groups to build up
his base.

Bush makes a visit to Hurricane Felix
Iraq to assess progress nears Hoduras’
Deb Riechmann

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

AL-ASAD AIR BASE,
Iraq — President Bush, briefed
by U.S. military commanders and
Iraqi leaders, said Monday some
American forces could be sent home
if security across Iraq improves as
it has in Anbar province, a former
hotbed of Sunni insurgency.
But the president, flanked by
Defense Secretary Robert Gates and
Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice,
did not say how many troops could
be withdrawn or how soon.
Despite intense pressure at home
for cutbacks, Bush said decisions
about troop levels “will be based on
a calm assessment by our military
commanders on the conditions on
the ground – not a nervous reaction
by Washington politicians to poll
results in the media.
“In other words,” the president
told cheering troops, “when we begin
to draw down troops from Iraq it
will be from a position of strength
and success – not from a position of
fear and failure.”
It was Bush’s third secret trip to
Iraq in four years. He spent about
seven hours on the ground before
returning to Air Force One for a

flight to Australia for talks with
Asia-Pacific leaders.
Gates said the administration is
looking ahead several months to
assess whether security improvements across Iraq are sufficient to
enable Bush to start withdrawing
troops. He provided no details on
Bush’s thinking about the timing
and scope of any reductions.
Bush met with Gen. David
Petraeus, the top U.S. commander in Iraq, and U.S. ambassador to
Baghdad Ryan Crocker, who are testifying to Congress next week assessing the president’s troop buildup.
“Gen. Petraeus and Ambassador
Crocker tell me if the kind of success
we’re now seeing continues, it will be
possible to maintain the same level
of security with fewer American
forces,” Bush said.
Bush stood in front of two
Humvees near a dusty tarmac of
this desert outpost in western Iraq,
about 120 miles west of Baghdad,
to share his latest views about the
war. He urged Congress to wait until
they hear testimony from Crocker
and Petraeus next week and see a
White House progress report due by
Sept. 15 before judging the result of
his decision to send an extra 30,000
troops to Iraq.

Coast, tourists flee
Esteban Felix

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

S A N P ED R O S U L A ,
Honduras — Planes shuttled hundreds of tourists from the island
resorts of Honduras and Belize
in a desperate airlift Monday as
Hurricane Felix’s pounding rain
and punishing winds bore down
on the Central American coast.
The powerful, Category
4 storm spurred Grupo Taca
Airlines to provide special free
flights to the mainland. Planes
were quickly touching down and
taking off again to scoop up more
tourists. Some 1,000 people were
evacuated from the Honduran
island of Roatan, popular for its
pristine reefs and diving resorts.
Another 1,000 were removed from
low-lying coastal areas and smaller
islands.
Felix’s top winds weakened
slightly to 145 mph as it headed west, but the U.S. National
Hurricane Center warned that
it could easily strengthen into a
catastrophic storm again before

landfall. It was projected to rake
the Honduran coast and slam into
southern Belize on Wednesday
before cutting across northern
Guatemala and southern Mexico.
Felix seemed likely to make
landfall on the Miskito Coast,
a remote, swampy jungle along
the Honduras-Nicaragua border
where Honduran officials were
trying to find enough gas to evacuate Miskito Indians, who speak a
mix of Spanish and a local creole,
and usually get around in canoes.
“There’s nowhere to go here,”
said teacher Sodeida Rodriguez,
26, who said residents in wooden
shacks were seeking shelter but
those with concrete homes were
staying put.
Provincial health official Efrain
Burgos said 18,000 people were in
danger on the Miskito coast, and
urged them to find their own way
to higher ground.
“We’re asking the people who
are on the coasts to find a way to
safer areas, because we don’t have
the capability to transport so many
people,” he said.
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Cyclists swarm the
streets for safety
Monthly bike
ride sees biggest
turnout yet
B RANDON C HAPPLE ~ D AILY E GYPTIAN

Jackson County State Attorney Mike Wepsiec answers questions
at a press conference Friday regarding the 25 year old homicide
case of Deborah Sheppard, a former SIU student. A key piece of DNA
evidence found last week led to the arrest of Timothy W. Krajcir.

COLD CASE
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

1

“It’s nothing new, it was evidence that was collected 25 years
ago,” Echols said.
Both the Illinois State Police
Forensic Science Laboratory in
Carbondale and the Crime Lab in
Springfield examined the evidence.
The DNA information led police
to question Krajcir.
Police traveled to the Big
Muddy Correctional Center in Ina
where Krajcir was being held to
question him.
“Last week, Lt. Echols and
Detective Sergeant Michael
Osifcin traveled to (Big Muddy
Correctional) facility, interviewed
the suspect and learned information from the interview that
implicated him as the person who
murdered Deborah Sheppard,”
Ledbetter said.
Information from the inter-

view was forwarded to Wepsiec,
who obtained an arrest warrant
for Krajcir. Echols arrested him
Aug. 30.
Wepsiec said there are four
counts against Krajcir alleging he
strangled Sheppard knowingly and
with intent to kill her while committing a forcible felony. Strangling
while committing another felony is
known as felony murder, Wepsiec
said.
“If Mr. Krajcir is convicted of
felony murder, the court could sentence him to natural life in prison,”
Wepsiec said.
Krajcir is currently being held
at the Jackson County Jail, his
bond is set for $1 million. He has
a first appearance date set for Sept.
6, at which time a preliminary
hearing will be set.
Danny Wenger can be reached at 5363311 ext 258 or dwenger@siu.edu.

David Lopez
DAILY EGYPTIAN

In one massive cluster, scores of
bikers made their presence known
to motorists and pedestrians in an
effort to promote bike safety and
awareness.
More than 100 bikers rode
through the streets of Carbondale
early Friday evening in a show of
solidarity and unity. The event,
which is similar to the Critical
Mass rides that have popped up
in cities across the country, has
quickly become an end of the
month tradition for many cyclists
in Carbondale.
“The thing about Critical
Mass is it’s not an official organization, it’s just run by the individual bicyclists,” said Mike Sax,
a junior from Evanston studying
art education, who was one of the
people who started the tradition
last March.
The monthly rides are the
brainchild of Sax, an employee at
The Bike Surgeon, and Brendan
Scahill, a junior from Chicago
studying forestry. Both participated in similar bike rides in Chicago
and decided to bring the tradition
to Carbondale.
Sax said the point of the rides
is to teach people how to safely
ride their bikes, show them how to
use hand signals and what is legal
and what isn’t when riding a bike.
Because bicyclists are required
to ride in the street, no laws were

B RANDON C HAPPLE ~ D AILY E GYPTIAN

A motorist looks on as bikers in Critical Mass make their way
down west Mill Street Friday. Critical Mass is a movement of bikers who organize massive rides in an attempt to bring bike safety
awareness and encourage motorists to share the road.
broken by the massive joyride.
“It’s safe, it’s legal and it’s not
anarchy or a bunch of kids trying
to get drunk,” Sax said. “We were
100 people deep and we saw cops
and none of them tried to stop us
because they know it’s legal.”
The first ride was held on
Scahill’s birthday in March and
had a turnout of about 25 people.
Since then, the movement has
gained popularity through wordof-mouth as well as street chalk
ads and flyers.
“We’re trying to get it up to
a hundred people, then maybe to
hundreds of thousands,” Scahill
joked.
Unlike Critical Mass rides in
other cities, there is no set course
for the throng of cyclists snaking
through the streets.
“The group leads itself, there’s
not one leader most of the time,”

said Ryan Claypool, an alumnus
from Marshall who currently lives
in Carbondale. “Whoever’s in
front leads.”
There are plans for themed
rides, such as a Halloween ride
held later in the evening where
people would be encouraged to
dress up.
Justin Stoncius, a graduate of
Carbondale Community High
School, attended the bike ride
for the first time and was pleased
with the message that was being
conveyed to drivers.
“Motorists get annoyed when
we ride through the streets, but
that’s the only place we can legally
ride,” Stoncius said. “We are traffic too.”
David Lopez can be reached at 5363311 ext. 273 or by email at dave.
lopez@siude.com.
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OUR WORD

An ode to wishful thinking
I

f everyone in the world were
granted a do-over, life would
surely be easier.
Maybe an umpire called a strike
when it should have been a ball.
Maybe a ding on a car in the parking
lot could have been avoided if one
had paid just a little more attention.
Or maybe the president of a university system erred while writing his
dissertation and now wishes he could
slap on a few changes and call it a
day.
For SIU President Glenn
Poshard, submitting his dissertation
to the Department of Educational
Administration and Higher
Education for review seems to be his
version of such wishful thinking.
However, simply editing his dissertation to meet academic standards
should not excuse Poshard from facing any consequences.
Should his dissertation be corrected? Absolutely. Should we forget
about determining whether he committed plagiarism? Not if this university wants to uphold the very cornerstone of discipline and excellence it
stands for.
There is very little information available about the committee
Poshard called for during Friday’s

press conference. What it will determine and the amount of authority
it has are some of the more obvious
questions that need answers.
Regardless of the outcome, this
committee’s findings should not be a
substitute for justice.
In a written request to the department, Poshard stated “when mistakes
are made, even though unintentional,
they need to be promptly acknowledged and remedied.”
Try telling that to any student
who has been subjected to expulsion
after being charged with academic
dishonesty. The D E
doubts the university would allow
them the privilege of a quick fix.
Christopher Dusshold, an SIUE professor who was dismissed in 2004 for
plagiarizing his teaching statement,
definitely would have benefited from
a rewrite.
The measuring stick Poshard
has used during his tenure on those
below him should be the same one he
uses for himself.
Poshard has also used a peculiar
method in dealing with these allegations.
According to the current graduate school policy, when charges of
academic dishonesty are brought

LYDIA B ARGIELSKI ~ D AILY E GYPTIAN

to the attention of the department,
they “shall be initiated by the dean
of the graduate school.” Moreover,
“the academic unit from which the
charge arose will not have a member
appointed to the hearing committee.”
Yet Poshard has bypassed this
policy and requested the review of
the very department that approved
his dissertation.

Not only does the D
E think this policy should
be enforced, we still contend a committee outside SIU should be created
to determine if plagiarism was committed.
To skip over whether these allegations are true would be more damning for this university than some bad
press.

STAFF COLUMN

Slackers: save money, stay at home
DANNY WENGER
dwenger@siu.edu

I’d like to think I’m a fairly
funny guy, but one joke I don’t get
is this one:
“Oh man, I totally bombed that
test. Ha ha ha. I didn’t even study.
Ha ha ha. I’m a moron. Ha ha
ha.”
OK, well they usually don’t say
that last part, but I’m sure you get
the point.
I don’t know what it is about
failure, when applied in an educational context, that people find to
be humorous. Students fail tests

and retake classes only to not
study the material for a second
time and — once again — fail
the tests.
And somehow they laugh all
the way or manage to blame their
professors.
It’s not always the lack of
studying that claims academic lives
either; so many fall victim to the
lack of sleep.
Now don’t get me wrong, I’ve
fallen asleep in class before too. I
am still human despite my divine
attributes. I’m referring more to
the students who choose to get
their eight hours in a horribly
uncomfortable plastic chair rather
than their Posturepedic mattress.
I can think of one class I was in

where a student came in, set down
his backpack and leaned back to
snore for 50 minutes. It happened
almost every time we had class.
I wouldn’t be surprised if all his
chair sleeping hasn’t left him with
a spine like a question mark.
Now the question I asked myself
upon observing some of these students was why didn’t this brilliant,
shining star of the American college system just stay home?
Honestly, who pays $3,000 a
semester to retake classes? Or to
use your backpack as a pillow? Or
to write Facebook posts from class
when you can do so for free from
the comforts of home?
The only answer I can come up
with is the lack of sacrifice on the
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part of the students.
We’re living in the age of debt,
where our wants exceed our needs
by Herculean proportions, and all
too many creditors are willing
to fill in the gap.
Student loans
are so easy to fill
out — and you
don’t have to pay
till you graduate!
So why not just
borrow several
grand?
Students who don’t go down
the debt road usually have a pair
of adults, commonly referred to
as parents, throwing hard-earned
cash their way.

Either way you slice it the end
result is the same. A lack of sacrifice translates into a lack of effort.
The saddest part to me is the
eventual awakening for those
students. The work force is
significantly less forgiving than
SIU, and when you get fired or
“flunk” a job, you can’t just sign
up again in the spring.
For all the students heading down that wonderful road,
I’d recommend doing themselves a favor and refraining
from signing up for class. It’ll
save you some money for when you
fall asleep on the job and get fired.

A lack of
sacrifice
translates
into a lack
of effort.

Wenger is a junior studying
Spanish and journalism.
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incident and what should happen as a
“ This is a sad and regrettable
result is not clear.
”

Mary Lamb
professor of English
on the plagiarism allegations against SIU President Glenn Poshard
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Elysium Academia: A play
in three acts
DEAR EDITOR:

Act I
Doctoral Committee Chairman: Mr. Student,
I have some questions about your dissertation.
Student: What are they? Hurry up. I’m a busy
man. I have a wife and young children to care for.
Chairman: Well, there are many passages that
seem familiar, like I’ve read them before.
Student: Of course you’ve read them before.
They’re from the academic literature. It’s called a
literature review. There’s a whole list of references
at the end.
Chairman: But is this your review of the literature, or someone else’s? Did you find the relationships between ideas, make these summaries and
conclusions yourself, or just report those of other
scholars? Where does their work end and yours
begin?
Student: Look, a review is a review right?
Who cares who said what as long as it gets said?
It all amounts to the same thing. Besides, I don’t
have time to dot every ‘i’ and cross every ‘t.’ I’m
running for state office, you know.
Chairman: Well, I…
Student: And who reads this stuff, anyway?
It’ll just get filed away in a dusty old library and
25 years later, what difference will it make? What
is important is that I get a Ph.D. and get on with
my career.
Chairman: I suppose you’re right. Compared
to some of the stuff that comes out of this department, this is pretty good. It’s not like it has any relevance to the real world. You’ll remember Elysium
Academia when you get to state office, won’t you?
Student: Of course.
Act II
The DAILY EGYPTIAN, Thursday, August 30,
2007.
Act III
TBA.

Roger Poppen

professor emeritus

Stand behind Poshard
DEAR EDITOR:
I write in support of President Glenn Poshard.
Dr. Poshard has dedicated his entire career to helping
southern Illinois and SIUC. This is a rogue and vindic-

Reality check
DEAR EDITOR:
The recent news of alleged police brutality at Club
Sin is most unsettling, but not because of the allegations themselves. What is unsettling is seeing so many
well-educated people putting on such enormous blinders to the reality of this situation.
The fact of the matter is that the police were called
to Club SIinbecause this man was causing a disturbance
and refused to leave the premises. Had he not been

• Letters and guest columns must be submitted
with author’s contact information, preferably via
e-mail. All letters are limited to 300 words and
columns to 500 words. All topics are acceptable.
All submissions are subject to editing.
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Poshard allegations
DEAR EDITOR:
Regarding the recent uproar regarding Dr. Poshard,
I feel this is nothing more than the efforts of disgruntled individuals (Alumni and Faculty Against
Corruption) who by remaining “anonymous” give little
credence to their allegations and in fact are cowardly.
This perpetuates the efforts of some to keep this university from moving forward.
We would be hard-pressed to find anyone who
cares more about SIU or has done more than Glenn
Poshard. He is certainly not without his warts but to

A vindictive attack
DEAR EDITOR:
I work in a campus community that has come
together like never before in recent memory. We give
true substance to the word “community” with a climate
that is welcoming, collegial and practices civil discourse
and informed dissent.
Who can mistake the excitement this year: welcome tents, hundreds of volunteer students, staff and
faculty helping during move-in, a myriad of welcoming
activities and the outstanding visit by Chris Gardner.
Then comes the Thursday DE headline. Make no
mistake — The timing of this latest hunt for so-called
plagiarism by Alumni and Faculty Against Corruption
is intended to do great harm at a time when we are
in full back-to-school mode with thousands of new
people on our campus. The goal is maximum damage.
That is real corruption at work.
“The source, who insisted on anonymity…”
Anonymity? That kind of cowardice displays a breathtaking corruption of the soul. No courage to face

nit-pick improper or missing citations in a dissertation
written 24 years ago (and approved by faculty, by the
way) is petty and mean-spirited.
I am tired of this divisive, constantly attacking culture we seem to have fallen into. Whether it’s national
politics or local gossip, we have become so focused on
the “politics of destruction” v. getting something done,
it’s no wonder people walk around in a borderline
depression. My best recommendation is to tackle the
real issues and move on. This issue does not deserve
the ink or time it’s generating.

Paulette Curkin

GLBT Coordinator

who you accuse, no courage to accept consequences.
Freedom of speech is a deep value — it is corrupted by
hiding in anonymity.
This “source” intentionally spent months reviewing
documents only to discover something 24 years old.
The “source” then takes today’s evolved construction
of plagiarism and increased scrutiny and applies it to
work two and a half decades old. In history we call
that anachronism.
This vindictive, mean-spirited and destructive
attack shows a complete disregard for us all. This isn’t
just a vendetta against Dr. Poshard and other leaders.
This is about harming SIUC.
We have come together like never before in recent
memory. Dr. Poshard’s outstanding leadership is one
reason. We are incredibly fortunate to be at SIUC during what could be the beginning of our Renaissance.
And the corruption of the soul presented by this
single-minded attempt to harm our leaders cannot be
allowed to impede our progress.

Carmen Suarez

interim assistant vice chancellor for
enrollment management
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Higher Learning?
DEAR EDITOR:
I found myself sitting at home watching Higher
Learning yesterday and realized this is a story that
is constantly re-living itself everyday. If you have
not seen this movie, rent it. I look back at the years
I spent at this school and have come to realize that
there is much racial tension at this school, and
something needs to done about it.
The black community is upset and tired of being
oppressed and looked over. How many rallies can
we have until someone decides to take matters into
their own hands? Do not get me wrong, this is not
a cry for help, I have not had any major issues with

racism. But I am tired of hearing about what is happening to the black men in my community.
The world we live in is nothing but a new form
of racism. You weed out the men and leave the
women and children unprotected. The majority
of homes are single parent families with the males
missing. Most are trying to make a living on the
streets, or worst-case scenario, in jail.
So I ask myself — exactly are we here for? Is it
to get an education or make a difference? I don’t
know about others, but I plan to use my education
to make a difference. What will you do with your
education?

Sharun Holman

2005 SIUC alumna

tive group that has leveled these charges against him.
Their goal appears to be to damage the reputation of
the university, and that hurts all of us: students, staff,
faculty, alumni and community. Students especially
need to realize that the negative publicity sought by
this rogue group ultimately hurts students’ reputations

and futures. I urge the SIUC community to oppose
this vindictive behavior and rally behind Dr. Poshard,
helping him to move all of us forward.

breaking the law in the first place, he would have likely
had no dealings with the police that evening. He made
a choice to break the law, and with that choice comes
consequences. When the police arrived, he had another
choice: either comply, or resist. He chose to resist.
He gave the police no other option than to use force.
There were neither tasers nor police dogs, nor gaggles
of armed men bludgeoning an innocent victim like
some would have you believe. It was a routine arrest
that occurred as a result of one man’s disobedience to
the law. It is unfortunate that an injury resulted, but

remember: The police would not have had to use force
at all if the young man had done what he was told to
begin with.
I urge people to look at this situation with as little
bias as possible. It is too easy to hurl blame at the “big,
bad police.” What is much more difficult is standing
up and saying that this is not an issue of race, respect,
brutality, or abuse of power — it is rather an issue of
accepting the consequences of one’s own actions.

Edward Benyas
music professor

• Phone number required to verify authorship (number
will not be published). STUDENTS must include year and
major. FACULTY must include rank and department.
NON-ACADEMIC STAFF include position and department.
OTHERS include hometown.

Wendy Stearns

junior studying sociology
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Spector’s case a bizarre noir about who pulled trigger
Linda Deutsch

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

LOS ANGELES — In the
annals of celebrity crime, record producer Phil Spector’s murder trial may
stand as one of the strangest.
The saga of a forgotten music
industry legend and a fading cult
movie actress found dead in his hilltop castle is the stuff of film noir,
those dark epics that explore a world
of glamour, dread and danger.
At the center of the drama is
Spector, 67, a diminutive figure in
long frock coats and wild hairdos, a
millionaire rock music producer past
his heyday, holed up in a Victorian
mansion far from the Hollywood
music industry he once ruled.
The tragic figure is Lana Clarkson,
40, a gorgeous 6-foot actress with

Marilyn Monroe dreams who craved
fame more than anything but was so
down on her luck that she took a $9an-hour hostess job at the House of
Blues night club.
Ironically, she became more
famous in death, her picture splashed
across newspapers and TV screens
the morning after Feb. 3, 2003 when
she was found with a bullet through
her mouth in the formal red foyer of
Spector’s home.
It would take eight months for
police to charge Spector with a crime
and four years to bring the case to
trial. Now, after five months of testimony, the end is near. Final arguments are scheduled Wednesday and
Thursday and jurors are to begin
deliberations Friday. And, like any
intriguing murder mystery, the outcome is unpredictable.

Photos of the scene, shown at the
trial, were startling and gruesome, as
if a set decorator had staged them for
a horror film. A crystal chandelier
illuminated the body slumped in an
ornate white chair, Clarkson’s face
smeared with blood, her long legs
extending out from her black mini
dress. In one photograph, a crowd
of police and coroner’s investigators
mill about, seemingly oblivious to the
body next to them.
And slung over her shoulder is a
key piece of evidence, a leopard print
purse. Prosecutors would point to
it repeatedly as proof that she was
trying to leave Spector’s house when
she was shot.
Prosecutors, haunted by the
acquittals of stars such as O.J.
Simpson, Robert Blake and Michael
Jackson, seem invested in making

Spector the first showbiz star to be
convicted in a major criminal case.
But his lawyers have fought fiercely
to prove Clarkson pulled the trigger.
Spector rose to fame in the 1960s
with what became known as the
“Wall of Sound” recording technique
that changed pop music. Clarkson
was best known for her role in Roger
Corman’s 1985 cult film “Barbarian
Queen.”
They met after Spector spent a
night on the town drinking with
women friends. He wound up very
late at the House of Blues. When
the club closed at 2 a.m. he asked
Clarkson to go home with him for
a drink.
What happened next is the heart
of the case, with each side presenting
compelling evidence.
Prosecutor Alan Jackson claimed

at the start that it would be a simple
case.
“The evidence is going to paint a
picture of a man who on Feb. 3, 2003,
put a loaded pistol in Lana Clarkson’s
mouth — inside her mouth — and
shot her to death,” he said in his
opening statement to jurors.
But by the time 77 witnesses had
testified and more than 600 pieces
of evidence were submitted, the case
was anything but simple.
On the prosecution side, five
women returned from Spector’s past
to tell of being threatened by him
when he was drunk, even held hostage in his home, with a gun pointed
at them and threats of death if they
tried to leave. The parallels with the
night Clarkson died were chilling
even if the stories were very old — 30
years in one instance.
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Girls and Sports

Pulse

by Justin Borus and Andrew Feinstein

By Linda C. Black

Today’s birthday. There’s a dream
you’d like to have come true this year,
and something you’re worried about.
Study outside your area of expertise,
that’s where you’ll find the answer.

by Glenn McCoy

The Duplex

Sudoku

To get the advantage, check the
day’s rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19) — Today
is a 7 — Give yourself extra time for a
complicated task. This is one you don’t
want to rush. You could easily mess up
and have to start over.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) — Today
is a 7 — Hidden costs will reveal themselves soon. Resist the temptation to
spend on things you can’t take back.
This includes most edible items. Save
all receipts.
Gemini (May 21-June 21) — Today
is a 7 — There are still a few tangles to be
worked out. Give yourself plenty of time.
If you tug and scream and holler, you’ll
just tighten the knots. And you might
hurt someone.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) — Today
is a 7 — If what you’re doing is not what
you want to be doing for your whole life,
learn how to do something else. It’s as
easy as that.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) — Today is a
7 — Give up on getting all the conflicting factors to agree on everything. That’s
not going to happen. If you get them to
agree on anything, count it as a success.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) — Today
is a 7 — You may have the problem
solved, but nobody’s listening. They’re
all busy hollering at each other. Don’t
get into that.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) — Today
is a 7 — They say travel broadens one,
meaning your perspective. In this situation, you need a broad perspective
when you begin. Watch out for unpleasant surprises.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) — Today
is a 7 — Not a good time to gamble.
Even if you sell, you could take a loss.
Hold onto what you have as much as
possible. Lock up your valuables.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) —
Today is a 6 — One person in particular
continues to drive you crazy. Respond
with facts and good humor. You can
repel this verbal assault with style.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) —
Today is a 7 — Work quickly, even if
you’re not sure this job will be lucrative.
Don’t do it for the money. Do it for the
love.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) —Today
is a 7 — Just when you thought you
had everyone settled down, controversy
breaks out again. Listen to all opinions,
compromise is not possible yet.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) — Today
is a 6 — There’s a lot of confusion
out there. You sure you want to get
involved? Wouldn’t it be smarter to wait
and see which way the wind blows? Yes,
it would.

(c) 2007, Tribune Media Services Inc. | Distributed by McClatchy-Tribune Information Services.

By The Mepham Group
Level: 1

2

3

4

Complete the grid so each row, column and 3-by3 box (in bold borders) contains every digit 1 to
9. For strategies on how to solve Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk.

Solution
to Friday’s
Monday’s
puzzle
Solution to
puzzle

THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME
by Henri Arnold and Mike Argirion

Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.

DUJEG
©2007 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.

YOHBB
Sudoku on your cell phone. Enter 783658.com in your mobile Web browser. Get a free game!

9/4/07

© 2007 The Mepham Group. Distributed by Tribune Media Services. All rights reserved.

DEAGAN
www.jumble.com

FRYLUR

THE Daily Crossword
ACROSS
1 Hearts, e.g.
5 Cairo’s river
9 Scam, e-style
14 Taj Mahal site
15 Clickable image
16 MetLife rival
17 Star-backed
theme
restaurant
20 Greek poet
21 Queen’s address
22 Pt. of speech
23 French state
25 Native American
tribe
27 Rival of Ajax
32 Letters for some
batters
33 McEntire sitcom
34 Diminish gradually
36 Spreadsheet
material
38 Harmony
41 Meat-inspecting
org.
42 Fountain of three
coins
44 Groovy
46 Poetic piece
47 Betty Grable
musical
51 Scruff

Edited by Wayne Robert Williams

Answer here:

Now arrange the circled letters
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.

“

”
(

(Answers tomorrow)
y)

PUPPY
PAYING
FAULT
ABBEY
CALIPH
AROUNDJINGLE
Jumbles: MANGY
Friday’s Jumbles:
Yesterday’s
hetrick
lostfailed,
the case,
the handsome
lawyer
Answer:
When the
the magician
wanted
Answer: When
to — —
PULL
HIS HARE OUT
was
“APPEALING”

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
19
24

52
53
56
58
62
65
66

King of filmdom
Nittany Lions’sch.
Complaint
Subtle meaning
Java developer
Aircraft at Orly
Brief test

67 Managed care
grps.
68 Assessed
69 Tattooist’s
supply
70 Top-notch

DOWN
1 NFL-er Warren
2 Hybrid fruit
3 Turkmenistan
neighbor
4 Bicycle for two

26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Fertilizer
ingredients
I in Innsbruck
Tower (over)
Intertwine
Creditor’s
demand
Cut down
Me also
Uppity person
Muslim journey
Gourmand
“Dr. Zhivago”
heroine
Frozen dessert
chain
Jacob’s twin
Bracelet trinket
Bone: pref.
Cyclist Armstrong
Kind of salts
__-Wip (dessert
topping)
Taboo spray’s

35
37
39
40
43
45
48
49
50
53
54
55
57
59
60
61
63
64

letters
“Norma __”
Mary Kay rival
Bottle stopper
Same sound, different meanings
Behind
the eight ball
“Peanuts”
character
Oil cartel
Swerved
Writer Christie
H.S. jr.’s exam
Fiji’s capital
MS-DOS rival
Sly
Animated
clownfish
Whatcha
waitin’for?
Cicero’s being
Cohort of Curly
Ms. encl.
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Gloria Bode says check out
movie reviews on siuDE.com
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A parade for Popeye Dear Hollywood: Superheroes are

Cartoon character gets festival, parade,
national coverage in creator’s hometown
Eugene Clark
DAILY EGYPTIAN

A small town in southern Illinois
and its annual picnic will soon be seen
on televisions throughout the country.
The 28th Annual Popeye Picnic
will be held about 45 minutes west
of Carbondale in Chester. The picnic
showcases carnival rides, a parade and
ends with a fireworks show. The picnic
will last three days starting Friday, Sept.
7 and ending Sept. 9.
Michael McClure, chairman for
the Popeye Picnic Committee, said the
creator of Popeye, Elzie C. Segar, was
born and raised in Chester and based
many of his famous characters, such as
Olive Oyl and Popeye, on people who
lived in the town.
Last year the picnic celebrated its
50th anniversary of Popeye being on
television. Ken Wagner, a trustee for
the Popeye Picnic committee, said the
festival brings people in the community
together and celebrates the existence of
the popular cartoon character.
“We have people come all over for
this festival,” Wagner said. “Popeye is
just a well-loved character.”
McClure said this year’s picnic will
unveil three new statues of the Popeye
characters — Olive Oyl, Swee’Pea and
Jeep.
McClure said Warner Bros. and
Prego will film the festival — Warner
Bros. is expected to use Chester and
the events from the festival as back-

ground for the new Popeye DVD to
be released in 2008.
McClure said the best description
for the picnic is that most of the events
don’t cost any money.
“As a family, whether you are a large
family or small, you can come to this
festival and actually not even spend any
money if you didn’t want to,” McClure
said. “You could have a weekend full of
entertainment for free.”
Wagner said this year’s picnic will
focus on a new theme that revolves
around a story that the “Official UFO
Magazine” covered 30 years ago,
which stated aliens destroyed the city
of Chester.
“We are trying to bring the Popeye
theme in and marry it to something
that was an international news article
because it was covered by a lot of
different newspapers,” Wagner said.
“Everybody knew it was a hoax, but it
was funny — it brought attention to
our community.”
Wagner said one of the goals of
the picnic during the last few years
was to make it more family-oriented
by providing activities such as laser tag
and also bands that people from all age
groups can enjoy.
Wagner said the he hopes the festival generates tourism dollars to the area
and gives people a chance to see all that
southern Illinois has to offer.
Eugene Clark can be reached at 5363311 ext. 275 or eclark@siude.com.

P ULSE
C

Question: Superstars Angelina Jolie and Brad Pitt have
announced they are preparing to adopt a fifth child. What do
you think of this revelation?
ALICIA WADE

It must be great to
be the lucky child
who gets adopted by
Brangelina. And why
not adopt? A lot of
children need help
— especially broke college students.
Hey Brad! Angelina! Will you adopt me
too?

AUDRA ORD

Geesh — pretty soon
this Hollywood couple
is going to have to
invest in an Astrovan
to be able to cart all
their children around.
But from what I understand, the two
actors are great parents, and if they
want another tyke, good for them. And
kudos for saving another child from
starvation.

EUGENE CLARK

My God! By the year
2020, the Jolie/Pitt
family will have grown
to include 30 children
at the rate they are
going. Heck, why don’t
they just adopt 55,000 children, move
to the middle of nowhere and establish
their own city called “Brad Pitt Ville.”
They could develop their own government and culture, and it can center
around the one and only Brad Pitt.

JAKINA HILL

I think it is a good
thing, I hope she
keeps adopting more.

cool. Please keep them that way
ALICIA WADE
awade
@siude.com

There’s nothing quite like a teaser trailer.
It’s usually around 30 to 60 seconds long, introducing every amazing thing viewers had ever dreamed
of in a movie without giving anything away.
Recently, the latest teaser for
the next installment of the Batman
series (“The Dark Knight”) hit theaters.
Viewers don’t actually see anything, except for the Batman symbol, which breaks into a joker card.
In voiceovers, the audience can hear
Batman’s latest nemesis.
“Starting tonight people will
die,” growls the Joker, played by
Heath Ledger. “I’m a man of my
word.”
Accompanied by a haunting
cackle, I immediately knew from
that moment I was going to start
counting the days until the July
2008 release of “The Dark Knight.”
The revelation of how epically cool the new Batman movie is
probably going to be struck me
with fear. While it’s only the second
in a series of at least three Batman
movies, thanks to contracts securing
main characters, what if Hollywood
ruins its brightest superhero franchise in the third installment just

like it tanked Spiderman and the
X-men?
Sure, it’s years away until audiences will see if the third Batman
movie in director Christopher
Nolan’s series will
be the antithesis
of everything
that was awesome in the first
two films — but
this plea can’t
wait.
Superhero
franchises are on
thin ice.
“X-Men:
The Last Stand,”
released in 2006,
featured horrible
battle scenes and
trifling plots,
an extreme lack
of one of the
greatest super
heroes of all
time (Gambit)
and not one, but
two uncomfortable moments of
Wolverine, the
toughest mutant
ever, crying.
“Spiderman
3” followed in the X-Men’s footsteps in 2007 with yet another abysmal end to a superhero trilogy. If
emo Spiderman, who sported more
eyeliner than his girl MJ, or the
10-minute cheesetastic dance scene
didn’t convince viewers there was
nothing good left for the franchise

to offer, then nothing can.
Unfortunately, it probably won’t
be the end for those series, but after
those movies, a continuation isn’t
deserved.
It looks as
though, for now,
the Batman franchise has a leg
up on the rest
of the superhero
world. “The Dark
Knight” has the
distinct advantage
of not just being
space filler similar
to so many other
second films in
trilogies. It seems
as though it will
develop new villains and possibly bring back
the old, all the
while exploring
the darkest parts
of Bruce Wayne’s
psyche.
I’m begging
you, Hollywood,
don’t ruin this
franchise for me.
Years from now,
when the third
Batman film comes out, I want to
walk out of the theater with the
same smile I had on my face when I
walked in. Don’t ruin it with cheesy
dialogue, dance sequences or crying
superheroes. Just let me love my
main man in rubber without a horrid ending.

If emo
Spiderman, who
sported more
eyeliner than
his girl MJ, or
the 10-minute
cheesetastic dance
scene didn’t
convince viewers
there was nothing
good left for the
franchise to offer,
then nothing can.
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We’ve got an extra day of preparation, we’re certainly going to
use that,” SIU head coach Jerry
Kill said.
Kill said the leap in opponents’
talent from the first week to the
second week is generally the largest, and is something the SIU team
has become accustomed to in years
past.
In 2005, the Salukis played at
Southeast Missouri State in Week
1, but returned home to play Union
(Ky.) of the NAIA in the second
week, winning 82-7.
SIU traveled to Western
Michigan, from the Football Bowl
Subdivision, the following week
and lost 34-28.
Kill said he doesn’t know if
playing a lower opponent before an
FBS team comes with a tradeoff,
but the Salukis will be prepared for
the Huskies.
“We’ve prepared a lot of time
for this season, and we’ve worked
very hard and we’re anxious to
see what Northern Illinois does,
if they’ve made any changes from
last year,” Kill said. “We studied
them last year, and we’ll see what
happens. That’s why you play the
game, and we’ll go through some
great times this year and we’ll go

E DYTA B ŁASZCZYK ~ D AILY E GYPTIAN

Senior wide receiver Alan Turner attempts to outrun a Quincy
defender at the Saluki football season opener Thursday.
through tough times. That’s really
part of life, really.”

Scott Mieszala can be reached at 5363311 ext. 256 or smieszala@siude.com.

RED SOX 10, ORIOLES 0

Rookie Buchholz pitches
no-hitter in second career start
Howard Ulman
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

B O S T O N — Before Clay
Buchholz made his major league
debut two weeks ago, the Boston
Red Sox told him he was going back
to the minors _ even if he pitched a
no-hitter.
Got to keep the kid now.
The 23-year-old rookie pitched
that no-hitter in just his second
outing, using a dazzling three-pitch
assortment of fastballs, curves and
changeups to beat the Baltimore

Orioles 10-0 Saturday night.
“There’s no going back to TripleA,” Red Sox manager Terry Francona
said.
Buchholz was called up from
Pawtucket on Saturday when teams
were allowed to expand their 25man rosters. Second baseman Dustin
Pedroia helped preserve the no-hit
bid with a sensational diving stop in
the seventh inning.
The crowd stood through the
entire ninth, cheering every pitch
and taking pictures of the righty in
his windup and as he paced around

the mound.
He started the inning by striking
out Brian Roberts on a 93 mph fastball. A groan rose from the stands
when Corey Patterson hit a line
drive to center with one out, but
Coco Crisp easily moved over to
catch it.
Buchholz started Nick Markakis
with a ball, then went ahead 1-2
when the batter fouled one off with
a check swing. The crowd grew even
louder, the flashes were constant, and
Buchholz threw a 77 mph curveball
that Markakis watched go by.

APP. STATE 34, MICHIGAN 32

Undersized, but speedy, Appalachian
State sends a message to the big boys
Mike Cranston
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BOONE, N.C. — The black
and gold T-shirts already on sale read:
“Michigan Who? 34-32.”
Appalachian State students and this
mountain town’s residents on Sunday
were still basking in the glory of the
Mountaineers’win over No. 5 Michigan

a day earlier.
Toilet paper still hung from trees.
Area business congratulated the team
on their display boards. At least two
bars were advertising they were going
to show a replay of the game Sunday
night.
And the rest of the nation was trying to figure out how so many speedy
players ended up at this little-known

school.
“Hopefully the whole world knows
that just because we’re called Division IAA doesn’t mean we can’t play with the
bigger school,” quarterback Armanti
Edwards said during a first-time, day
after news conference that drew about
20 reporters and several TV crews.
“The only thing different is that they
were bigger than us. That’s all it was.”
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Saluki Insider

SALUKI TRACKER

ARKEE WHITLOCK

What shocked you the most about September’s opening weekend?

SEAN MCGAHAN
smcgahan
@siude.com

“I’m going to go with Clay Bucholz’s nohitter, if only because it’s a surprise when
anybody throws a no-no. But Michigan falling to Appalachian State is a close second.
Albert Pujols talking trash about somebody
to the media, however, is not. Not after he’s
called out Tom Glavine, Ryan Howard and
even his own manager in the past year.”

MEGAN KRAMPER
mkramper
@siude.com

MVC
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

16

Sparks said he was pleased
with the performance of the
men’s team, which was picked as
the top-ranked MVC program
in preseason polls last week. But
there is still a good amount of
work to be done before conference play begins.
The women’s team, which was
picked fifth in the polls, is heavily relying on its freshmen and
sophomore runners.
Freshman Megan Hoelscher
won the women’s 4K with a time
of 14:49.96, which was 20 seconds ahead of her other teammates.
Nine out of the top 10 women
finishers were freshmen and
sophomores, with sophomore

“Easily the Wolverines getting mounted
in the Big House by a I-AA squad, sweeping
under the rug the more embarrassing performance of Charlie Weis and his stable of
not-quite-ready-for-NBC QBs. The coach
should have spent less time in medical
malpractice court and more time on the
recruiting trail.”

SCOTT MIESZALA
smieszala
@siude.com

“I’ll agree with Scott and say Bucholz’s
no-hitter was definitely tops on the weekend. It’s so rare to see a no-hitter, especially
out of a rookie. Michigan’s loss was a pretty
big deal, but if I have to see that blocked kick
one more time I’ll never turn on SportsCenter
again.”

Nefereti Williams and freshman
Emily Toennies coming in second and third, respectively.
Without returning top runner
A’Seret Dokubo, a sophomore,
the door was left wide open for
the other young women to experience a collegiate race atmosphere without the pressures of
running against other teams.
Sparks said Dokubo competed in track and field events
through June. Though she just
began training again, she will
still compete in two weeks when
the runners officially open their
season Sept. 14 at Eastern Illinois
University’s Panther Open.
Megan Kramper can be reached
at 536-3311 ext 238 or
mkramper@siude.com.

Arkee Whitlock was cut by the
San Francisco 49ers Friday. During
the preseason, Whitlock tallied 83
rushing yards on 23 carries, with one
reception for five yards. Whitlock,
whose 1,828 rushing yards for the
Salukis last season is the second
most at SIU in a single season, played
his best game of the preseason the
day before he was cut, carrying the
ball nine times for 54 yards — an
average of six yards per carry.

Do you have questions
for the Saluki Banter
that you want
answered?
E-mail: editor@siude.com

Open tryouts for SIU
baseball on Sunday
Those looking to wield the Saluki aluminum can fight for the chance this weekend.
The SIU Baseball team is holding open
tryouts on at 10 a.m. on Sunday at Abe
Martin Field. Head coach Dan Callahan said
the team has gotten at least one or two
team members from the tryouts every year
for the past seven years.
“We’re not necessarily looking to keep
anybody, but if somebody stands out and
does something out of the ordinary, we
would consider keeping him,” Callahan
said.
The coach encouraged participants to
bring their glove, spikes and an up-to-date
physical. Players will not be allowed to try
out without their physicals.
All of the coaches will be in attendance
at the tryout, Callahan said, as will representatives from the Saluki Baseball Club. He
said anyone with questions could call him
at 453-2802.
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BANTER, page 15: What was most shocking
about September’s opening weekend?
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VOLLEYBALL

Clutch mistakes doom SIU
Salukis finish 1-2 in tournament
Justin Stofferahn
DAILY EGYPTIAN

In a winnable match against
the College of William & Mary,
the SIU volleyball team did plenty
right but just enough wrong.
During the William & Mary
tournament in Williamsburg, Va.,
SIU dropped its first match of the
season to Kent State University
on Friday and swept East Carolina
University on Saturday, only to
conclude the tournament with
a five-game loss to William &
Mary.
The Salukis (4-2), who despite
having a better hitting percentage, more digs, blocks and service
aces in the contest than William
& Mary, failed to convert during crunch time, said head coach
Brenda Winkeler.
“That was a match that was very
winnable,” Winkeler said. “That is
disappointing because that is the
first match of the season we really
should have won and didn’t.”
Offensive mistakes plagued the
Salukis throughout their bout with
Kent State (7-0), Winkeler said.
SIU committed 25 attack errors,
leading to a dismal .094 hitting
percentage.
Despite the less than fulfilling weekend, though, bright spots
emerged from the wreckage.
Junior libero Kristy Elswick had
a career-best 33 digs, the third
highest mark in Salukis’ history,
and was named to the all-tournament team.
Elswick said the individual accolades meant little, though, because
she failed to fulfill her duties as a
team leader.
“We didn’t play together as a
team the entire match (against
William & Mary), and as a team
we were getting frustrated at little
things here and there,” Elswick
said.
To get the Salukis back on track,
SIU will have to come together as

Friday, Aug. 31
SIU vs. Kent State
L 3-0 (23-30, 21-30, 23-30)
Saturday, Sept. 1
SIU vs. East Carolina
W 3-0 (30-28, 30-23, 30-25)
SIU vs. William & Mary
L 5-2 (30-23, 26-30, 30-24, 2630, 8-15)
a unit, and could look to depend
more on freshmen Sydney Clark
and Jasmine Conner, both of whom
performed above expectations in
the final match, Winkeler said.
Receiving their first serious minutes of the season, outside hitter
Clark and middle blocker Conner
combined for 18 of SIU’s 65 kills
in the match against William &
Mary (3-2). Clark’s 11 kills tied for
the second most on the team, while
Conner recorded a team-high .333
hitting percentage.
“Coming in I was really nervous,
being a freshman and having to put
myself out there,” Clark said. “It
just all went away as soon as I went
out onto the court, because it is
what I love to do, and I’m just really
glad I got to make my team proud
and be a part of the group.”
Against East Carolina (2-5) the
Salukis proved capable of bouncing
back from a disappointing performance, Winkeler said. In the
contest, sophomore middle blocker
Chandra Roberson had 13 kills and
one error, while sophomore outside
hitter Kelsie Laughlin had 13 digs
and nine kills.
SIU will play its home opener
against Western Illinois University
(1-6) at 7 p.m. Wednesday.

Junior libero
Kristy Elswick
prepares to
return a serve
during
volleyball
practice on
Aug. 26. Over
the weekend at
the William &
Mary
tournament,
Elswick had a
career high 33
digs, which is
the third
highest
tournament
total in SIU
history.

Justin Stofferahn can be reached at
536-3311 ext. (282) or jstoff@siu.edu.
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FOOTBALL

CROSS COUNTRY

A jump in competition

Cross country faces
off against each other

Salukis face Northern Illinois, a Division I-A team
Scott Mieszala
DAILY EGYPTIAN

The SIU football team has its
season opening win against Quincy
in the rearview mirror, and next up is
likely the Salukis’ toughest opponent
of the season — the Northern Illinois
Huskies.
SIU sophomore linebacker
Brandin Jordan said the Salukis’ 5914 win over the Quincy Hawks —
who hail from the NAIA — is useful
in working out the kinks before facing a team from the Football Bowl
Subdivision.
“It’s a difference in competition
skill-wise,” Jordan said. “But at the

end of the day, we’re still the Salukis, week. We had a bye week. We really
and we’ll still come to play hard.”
found out what we had to improve
The Salukis (1-0) did the same on, and that’s something that our
type of thing last season, trounc- coaches did a really good job on,”
ing Division-II Lock Haven by Hill said. “They’ve been watching
a score of 49-0 before heading to film, and by Monday at practice they
Indiana University and shocking the know what we got to improve on.
They know what gameplan we need
Hoosiers, 35-28.
However, SIU had a bye week in to have going into Northern Illinois,
between playing Lock Haven and and with the week of practice and
Indiana, and the Hoosiers were with- putting in their schemes and stuff,
out their head coach for the game.
we’ll be ready to go.”
The Salukis opened their seaSaluki senior quarterback Nick
Hill said SIU played sluggishly son on a Thursday, while Northern
against Lock Haven last season, and Illinois (0-1) fell to Iowa, 16-3, on
worked out the kinks before playing Saturday.
Indiana.
“We improved throughout that See COMPETITION, Page 14

Men picked first,
women fifth in
MVC polls
Megan Kramper
DAILY EGYPTIAN

The underclassmen are already
making names for themselves on the
SIU cross country team.
Sophomore Jeff Schiermer took
first place for the men, and freshman
Megan Hoelscher finished Friday
as the top women’s individual at the
Saluki Early Bird Invitational — an
inter-squad meet that marked the
first cross country race of the season.

Head coach Matt Sparks said the
event served as a constructive way to
evaluate the young talent.
“It’s a really good indicator of the
team and the new freshman coming
in because we weren’t sure what to
expect,” Sparks said.
Schiermer finished the 6K course
with a time of 19 minutes, 38.59
seconds, just two seconds in front of
sophomore Greg McBride.
The remaining members of
men’s team, running without leaders Mohamed Mohamed and Kevin
Doran, who took some time to relax
after summer training, finished within one minute of each other.
See MVC, Page 15

